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Exclusive: BK Wealth eyes hedge
fund hires
by Jasmin Leitner - 6 June, 2014

Swiss asset manager BK Wealth Management wants to boost its

hedge fund exposure up to 40% by hiring one or two more

hedge funds, HFMWeek has learned.

The Zurich-based firm has approximately 25% dedicated to

hedge funds through five managers focused on commodities,

trade finance, European long/short equities and, after hiring a

manager in the space last quarter, convertible bonds.

The firm, which manages assets for HNWIs, family offices and

institutional clients, has started doing due diligence on a US,

value-focused long/short equity manager, managing partner

Ferdinand Bardoly-Küzmös told HFMWeek.

The firm is also redeeming from a catastrophe bond-focused

strategy due to the low yield environment and will look to

replace this with another manager, aiming to bring its total

hedge fund exposure to between 35% and 40%.

BK Wealth will allocate between €10m ($13.6m) or €20m

($27.3m) per manager and is comfortable investing in smaller

size firms with consistent track records.
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The firm places particular emphasis on performance during

crisis years such as 2008 and 2011 strategies with minimum

beta exposure.

The firm is looking for a strategy which is not correlated to its

existing hedge fund holdings, preferring managers with low

volatility, little leverage and at least monthly liquidity.

BK Wealth Management was established in 2009. It has a

visiting office in Prague and an office in Dubai, for which it is

currently building a team of wealth and client advisors. 
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